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A DESIGN-LOVERS GUIDE TO THE MOST
STYLISH HOTELS IN COPENHAGEN
GEMMA Z. PRICE

Copenhagen has always been a darling in the world of
Scandinavian design. While many people might think of
the clean architectural lines and elegant functionality of
the Danish modern style, the capital's best boutique
hotels offer a wider aesthetic range, one that is more
representative of the wonderfully eclectic design pastiche
that is Copenhagen. In addition to the pure Danish
modern, there are airy minimalist lofts decorated in light
woods and soft furs and more historic, luxurious
properties filled with delicate molding, ornate fireplaces,
and sumptuous fabrics. If you know which hotels to book,
you can transform your visit into a fully immersive Nordic
design experience. here, five hotels worth a visit during
Copenhagen Fashion Week, be it for a night, or just a
nightcap

HOTEL ALEXANDRA
Rooms at Hotel Alexandra will transport you back to the days when girls wore hip new PVC and polyester miniskirts and listened to the Beatles
and Bob Dylan on transistor radios. Rooms are decorated in either a ’50s or ’60s style, filled with period furniture and even vintage magazines
scoured from attics and flea markets. But perhaps most notably, in designer-inspired suites throughout the hotel, you’ll find stunning
museum-quality furniture being showcased the way the designer originally intended. The deluxe room includes two Finn Juhl NV-53 chairs
(which typically fetch over $36,000 a pair at auction). The striking purple and orange corner suite celebrates the designs of Verner Panton
(and is Christian Louboutin’s lodging of choice when he’s in town). The Collector’s Suite, reimagined every three months by gallery owner
Anders Petersen and general manager Jeppe Mühlhausen, takes guests back to the ’70s, and most of the interior is available to purchase.
If you’re lucky enough to snag the Suite this Fashion Week, you can make your post-show drinks at a large glass carboy and lounge on a
Hans Olsen black leather sofa while watching a vintage Bang & Olufsen TV.
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